
My hometown
A few ideas …

Introduction I'm going/I would like to tell you about my hometown. 
I have lived in Albi since + date/ I have always lived in Albi.

➢ General overview

          

➢ Albi is a medium-sized town. It is located in the south west of France. It is not very far from 
Toulouse / about 70 km east of Toulouse.There are about 50 thousand inhabitants in the town and 
one hundred thousand (100 000) people with the suburbs and villages around.

➢ It is a very beautiful renaissance city. There is a huge cathedral and plenty of very picturesque 
narrow streets. 

➢ Shops and facilities
              index card « Town »

➢ There are 3 cinemas in Albi and many  clothes shops/gymnasiums and stadiums/ cheap-expensive 
restaurants/ nice cafés/ good hotels/ interesting museums/ beautiful squares and parks/...

➢ There is also a fantastic multimedia library/a big shopping center/a good university/...

➢ ♥  /   ; ♥  habits
            index card « Daily 
routine »
           index card « Saturday 
jobs/chores »
           index card « Sports »
           index card « Hobbies »

         index cards present simple/can/have to
         index card comparatif-superlatif

➢ I usually /often/sometimes/never go shopping, walking, swimming.
➢ It is not as big as Toulouse but it is more pleasant because you can...+BV; 

You don't have to + BV
➢ I enjoy /like/'m fond of + Ving walking / going shopping / visiting/...                    

The place I like the most is ... I really like that town because ... 
What's more/Plus the countryside is very near and it is gorgeous.

➢ Because the architecture is stunning, there are quite a lot of tourists in summer, but it is very 
pleasant all year round, because there are many festivities, fairs and festivals. My favourite is 
the funfair / music festival...;

➢ On the other hand, it is a bit too small . You can't find a ... It's impossible for young people to ... 
It is a bit far from the sea or the
ocean.

➢ Past ➢ Last weekend, I +Ved . It was boring/OK/great/amazing                              index card preterit

Conclusion So, to conclude, I could say that I am quite happy / not very happy with my hometown.
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